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SELFADJOINT ALGEBRAS OF UNBOUNDED OPERATORS. 11(1)
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ABSTRACT. Unbounded selfadjoint representations of *-algebras are

studied. It is shown that a selfadjoint representation of the enveloping algebra

of a Lie algebra can be exponentiated to give a strongly continuous unitary

representation of the simply connected Lie group if and only if the representa-

tion preserves a certain order structure. This result follows from a generaliza-

tion of a theorem of Arveson concerning the extensions of completely positive

maps of C*-algebras. Also with the aid of this generalization of Arveson's

theorem it is shown that an operator m[A) is affiliated with the commutant

27(0)   of a selfadjoint representation 27 of a *-algebra fl, with A = A* e &, if

and only if 27 preserves a certain order structure associated with A and fl.

This result is then applied to-obtain a characterization of standard represen-

tations of commutative *-algebras in terms of an order structure.

Introduction. In this paper we continue our study of unbounded selfadjoint

representations of *-algebras begun in a previous paper [5].

In [4] Nelson showed that there are selfadjoint representations of enveloping

algebras of Lie algebras which cannot be exponentiated to give a strongly con-

tinuous unitary representation of the simply connected Lie group. In this same

paper Nelson showed that a representation 77 of the enveloping algebra of a Lie

algebra can be exponentiated to give a unitary representation of the Lie group if

a certain second order elliptic element A of the enveloping algebra is represented

by an operator rz(A) which has a dense set of analytic vectors. In this paper we

show in Theorem 4.5 that a selfadjoint representation of the enveloping algebra of

a Lie algebra can be exponentiated to give a strongly continuous unitary represen-

tation of the simply connected Lie group if and only if the representation preserves

a certain order structure described in §IV of this paper.

The basic idea of the proof of this result is as follows. Suppose G is a con-

nected simply connected Lie group and a.(G) its Lie algebra. Let (x(G) be the

universal enveloping algebra of ¿l(G), the algebra of all polynomials in elements

X e x(G) modulo the commutation relations of the Lie algebra. We construct a

*-algebra 8    which is generated by (i(G) and unitary elements U(g) for each g e G,
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which form a representation of G and act on fl(G) by *-automorphisms, i.e.

Uig)*AUlg) = a (A) for each A £ (2(G) and g eG where g —♦ a   is a representation of G

by *-automorphisms of (l(G). In essence we have that a selfadjoint representation 77 of

(ÍÍG) can be exponentiated to give a strongly continuous unitary representation of G if and

only if 77 can be extended from a representation of 3(G) to a representation of 35 . Then

the problem is one of extending a representation 77 of a *-algebra Cf to a larger *-algebra 53.

Every bounded *-representation of a *-algebra Cf can be expressed as a direct

sum of cyclic representations each of which is characterized by a state of Cf. In

view of this fact, the problem of extending a bounded *-representation 77 of a *-

algebra Cf to a larger *-algebra 8 can be expressed in terms of the problem of

extending states of a *-algebra Cf to a larger *-algebra 8. This problem can be

analysed with the aid of theorems such as the Hahn-Banach theorem. For unbounded

^representations of a *-algebra it is not necessarily true that a *-representation

can be expressed as a direct sum of cyclic representations. For this reason in con-

sidering the problem of extending unbounded ^representations we use the tool of

completely positive maps and their connection with ^representations rather than

the less complicated tool of states.

In §11 of this paper we discuss Stinespring's work in [6] on completely positive

maps and their relation with ^representations of C*-algebras. We make the minor

modifications necessary to adopt completely positive maps to unbounded *-repre-

sentations of *-algebras.

In [l] Arveson proved an extension theorem for completely positive maps on

C*-algebras. In §111 of this paper we prove a generalization of Arveson's theorem

which is applicable to unbounded ^representations. This generalization shows that

the result of Arveson's theorem is actually quite independent of topology and alge-

braic structure.

In §IV of this paper we apply the generalization of Arveson's theorem to self-

adjoint representations of the enveloping algebras of Lie algebras as discussed

earlier in the introduction. In §V we apply the generalization of Arveson's theorem

to the question of determining when a hermitian operator 77(A) is affiliated with the

commutant n(Q)' of a selfadjoint representation 77 of a *-algebra. In Theorem 5.3

we give a necessary and sufficient condition that 77(A) be affiliated with Triu)

where A = A* £ U and 77 is a selfadjoint representation of u on a Hilbert space.

The condition is expressed in terms of an order structure of Ct..

We then use Theorem 5.3 to characterize standard representations fo commuta-

tive *-algebras. A standard representation 77 of a commutative *-algebra S is a

selfadjoint representation such that if A, B e U and A = A*, B = B*, then 77(A)

and tKb) are essentially selfadjoint and have mutually commuting spectral projec-

tions. In Theorem 5.6 we show that a selfadjoint representation 77 of a commutative

*-algebra with unit is standard if and only if and only if 77 preserves a certain order
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structure. Theorem 5.6 is a generalization of Theorem 7.3 of [5]» in that in [5] we

worked with strongly cyclic representations and in this paper we work with arbitrary

selfadjoint representations.

In §1 of this paper we review the basic notation and results of [5].

The author would like to thank Dr. Carl Kaysen for hospitality shown the author

during his visit to the Institute for Advanced Study where most of the research for

this paper was done. The author would like to thank Professor Oscar Lanford for

several helpful discussions during the research for this paper.

I. Notation, definitions and some previous results. In this section we review

some of the definitions and simplest results concerning unbounded ^representa-

tions of *-algebras on Hilbert space and refer to [5] for further details, references

and proofs of the results stated here. We begin with a quick review of the notation

we will use to describe a single unbounded operator on a Hilbert space. In this

paper we work exclusively with Hilbert spaces over the complex numbers. We use

the physicists' inner product (/, g) which is linear in g and conjugate linear in /.

A bounded or unbounded operator A on a Hilbert space H defined on a linear

manifold -D(A) (called the domain of A) is a linear mapping of 3)(A) into H. Unless

otherwise stated it is assumed that -D(A) is dense in H. If A and B are operators

in K with domains £(A) and £>(B) we say A extends B, denoted A D B, if

®(A) D $(B) and Af = Bf for all / e 3)(B). An operator A  is said to be closable

if it has a closed extension. If A is closable we denote by A the minimal closed

extension of A.

If A  is an operator with dense domain we denote by A* the hermitian adjoint

of A.  As is well known, A  is closable if and only if A*  is densely defined, and

if A  is closable then A = A**. An operator A  is hermitian if A* D A. An opera-

tor A is selfadjoint if A = A*, and an operator A  is essentially selfadjoint if

A=A*.

If A  is a hermitian operator we denote by -D+ and J)     the deficiency spaces

of A defined by the relations

3)+ = (Range (A + ifif = \f e 3)(A*); A*/= ifl,

3)_ = ¡Range (A - il)\X = {/ e 3)(A*); A*f = - if],

where ¡Si    denotes the orthogonal complement of S.  A useful result of von Neumann

states that a hermitian operator A is essentially selfadjoint if and only if -D+ =

2)_ = ¡oi.
In this papet we will be concerned with unbounded ^representations of *-alge-

bras. A *-algebra u is an algebra over the complex numbers with a *-operation

satisfying:
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(i) A** = A,
(ii) (aA + B)* = 5A* + B*,

(iii) (AB)* = B*A*,

for ail A, B eu and complex numbers a.

All algebras in this section will have a unit denoted by I.

Definition 1.1. A representation 77 of an algebra Ct on a Hilbert space K is a

mapping of u into linear operators all defined on a common linear manifold JX77)

which is dense in H, and 77 satisfies the conditions, tÁÍ) ■ /, the unit operator on H,

(i) 7r(aA + B)f = 0.77(A)/ + 77(B)/ for all A, B £&, f e $(77) and complex

numbers a.

(ii) tAaMtt) C 3)(tt) for all A £ d and tKAMb)/ = tKAB)/ for all A, B £&

and / £ 3Xi7).

The linear manifold M77) is called the domain of 77.

Definition 1.2. A representation 77 of a *-algebra Cf on a Hilbert space K is

said to be hermitian or a *-representation if

(iii) (/, iriA)g) = lnlA*)f, g) for all /, g £ 3X» and A £ Ö, i.e. 77(A)* D t7(A*)

for all A e S.

We remark that a representation 77 is hermitian if and only if 77(A) is hermitian

for every hermitian A £ U (i.e. A = A*).

Definition 1.3. If 77,  and 772 are representations of an algebra Cl on a Hilbert

space H we say 77.  is an extension of 772, denoted 77, 3 772, if DinAT) DinA and

77j(A) 3 772(A) for all A £ Q.

If 77 is a representation of an algebra Cf on a Hilbert space H with domain

2X77), there is a natural induced topology on JX77). This topology is defined as

follows. Suppose S is a finite set of elements of Ct. We define the seminorm || • ||c

on jXtt) by the relation

1/1,- Z HA)f\\
AeS

where ||7r(A)/||  is the Hilbert space norm-of 77(A)/. Note SOS   implies ||/||c >

11/¡s»   f°r all / £ Tl(rr). We define the induced topology on jXtt) as the topology

generated by the neighborhoods,

M/;S,e-)= ige SU); ||/-g||s<ei.

Note 77(A) is a continuous mapping of d)irr) into jJirr) in the induced topology for

each AeS.

Definition 1.4. Suppose 77 is a representation of an algebra Ci on a Hilbert

space H. We say a set S C 3Xt7) is strongly dense in 3)(t7) if S is dense in 3J(t7)

in the induced topology.

Just as there is a notion of a closed operator there is a notion of a closed

representation.
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Definition 1.5. We say n is a closed representation of U if jÁjt) is complete

in the induced topology.

Every hermitian operator is closable. The analogous result holds for *-repre-

sentations.

Lemma 1.6. Suppose n is a *-representation of a *-algebra & on a Hilbert

space K. Then there is a unique minimal closed extension n of n. Furthermore

the domain of rr  is given by

%?)= n %a~aT)
AeQ

and 77(A)/ = n(Ä)f for all A ed and f e 3XV).

Hereafter, we denote by 27  the minimal closed extension of the *-representa-

tion 77. Note we always have that ÍX77) is strongly dense in ¿An) for any ^repre-

sentation 77.

Definition 1.7. Suppose 27 is a *-representation of a *-algebra u on a Hilbert

space H. The commutant of 77(Cl), denoted by rKu) , consists of all bounded oper-

ators C on H such that

(/,C?7(A)g)=(77(A*V,  Cg)

for all /, g e ©(27) and A e Q.

If 77(a) is a *-algebra of bounded operators then iriu)    is simply the commu-

tant of 7z(u) defined in the usual manner. The above definition is the one used in

the Wightman formulation of quantum field theory. This definition is essentially

the weakest definition, i.e. this definition gives the biggest commutant.

One can easily check that the commutant ttÍu)    of a *-representation 77 has

the following properties:

(i) Triu)   is a complex linear manifold,

(ii) 7r((l)   is symmetric, i.e. C e rKS)' implies C* e rAff) .

(iii) Triu.)   is closed in the weak operator topology.

(iv) If 77 is the closure of 77 then rfiu)' - 7riu)'.

In general n(Q)' is not an algebra. It is shown in [5] that if Q. is the free

commutative algebra on one hermitian generator (i.e. S consists of all polynomials

P = aQ/ + a1A0+"-+a Ap with complex coefficients) and 77 is a ""-representa-

tion of U on a Hilbert space K, then niu)' is an algebra if and only if ir(AQ) is

essentially selfadjoint.

Just as there is the notion of the hermitian adjoint of an operator there is the

notion of the hermitian adjoint of a representation.

Lemma 1.8. Suppose n is a representation of a *-algebra d on a Hilbert

space H. Let
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ix**) = n íXtKa)*)
Aeß

and let

n*(A) = nlA*)* I SXir*)    for all A £ Ö.

Then rr* is a closed representation of 0. on H with domain 3)(t7*). // 77 is a *-

representation of Cf then rr* 3 77.

We call 77* the hermitian adjoint of 77. If 77 is hermitian, 77* may fail to be

hermitian just as the hermitian adjoint A* of a hermitian operator A may fail to be

hermitian. Just as for operators, one can show that every hermitian extension of

a *-representation 77 is a hermitian restriction of 77*. In fact, if 77 and 77,  are

hermitian and 77 j 3 77 then 77* D 77* 3 77, 3 n-

Although it is not discussed in [5] we remark that one can show the following

properties of 77** for *-representations 77. If 77 is a *-representation of a *-algebra

u on a Hilbert space K then 77** is a closed hermitian extension of 77. Unlike

the case for single operators, there are examples of closed ^representations 77

such that 77** is a proper extension of 77. One can show 77*** = 77* and hence

77**** = 77** for all ^representations 77. Hence, no new representations are obtained

after taking two hermitian adjoints.

Definition 1.9. We say a *-representation 77 of a *-algebra Ct is selfadjoint

if 77 = 77*. We say 77 is essentially selfadjoint if the closure ff is selfadjoint.

It follows from Lemma 1.8 that a hermitian representation is selfadjoint if and

and only if ÍD(tt) = 3)(t7*).

Lemma 1.10. Suppose n is a *-re presentation of a *-algebra Ct ore a Hilbert

space H. Suppose C £ niQ)'. Then cSXtt) C 3Xt7*) and CrriA)f = tt*(A)C/ for all

Aed and f £ §lrr).

Lemma 1.11. Suppose rr is a selfadjoint representation of a *-algebra. Then,

the commutant 77(Ci)    is a von Neumann algebra. Furthermore, for each C £ 77(Ct)

we have C%rr) C ÍD(ít) and CrriÁ)¡ = tt(A)C/ /07 all A e Ct and f £ 3)(t7).

We turn next to the problem of reducing subspaces. If n is a representation

of an algebra Cf on a Hilbert space H and SO! is a linear manifold contained in

3Xt7) we say 1 reduces 77 if 77(A)! C 1 for all A £ a. We denote by n\W the

representation 77 restricted to SI. If 77 is a *-representation of a *-algebra Cf and

3R is a reducing subspace then 73-|5JÎ is a *-representation of u on HK.

For a bounded *-representation of a *-a!gebra Ct for each reducing subspace

311 the hermitian projection E onto the closure of 31 is in the commutant rHCt)'.

This is not true in general for unbounded ^representations. An example is given

in [5l.
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We say a reducing subspace 9JÎ is selfadjoint if 2r|S0l is a selfadjoint represen-

tation.

Theorem 1.12.  Suppose rr is a selfadjoint representation of a *-algebra u. 072

a Hilbert space  H. Suppose E e tKu)   25 a hermitian projection. Let SI = EJuirr).

Then 3Ä reduces rr and the restriction t7|m  is selfadjoint.

Conversely, suppose U! C Din) is a reducing subspace for n and n\&  is self-

adjoint. Then, the hermitian projection E,«, 072/0 the closure of ™  is in the commu-

tant 77(a)'.

Hence, for selfadjoint representations there is a one-to-one correspondence

between hermitian projections in rKu.)   and selfadjoint reducing subspaces.

We conclude this section with some remarks about the notion of closed opera-

tors affiliated with a von Neumann algebra. We say a closed operator A is affiliated

with a von Neumann algebra R if U*AU = A for all unitary U e R   the commutant

of R, i.e.  f/3)(A) C 3)(A) for all unitary U e R' and U*AUf = Af for all / 6 ®(A).

It follows that a closed operator A is affiliated with R if and only if A* is affili-

ated with R. If !E(á); — 00 < X < + °o¡ is the spectral resolution of a selfadjoint

operator A then A is affiliated with a von Neumann algebra R if and only if

E(X) e R for all real X. if A  is a closed hermitian operator affiliated with R and

E+  are the hermitian projections onto the deficiency spaces -D+  then E+ e R.

If n is a selfadjoint representation of a *-algebra (i we denote by 2t(u)" the

commutant of 77(a) , i.e. tHCO   = (rzifl) ) . It follows almost immediately from

Lemma 1.11 that if 77 is a selfadjoint representation of a *-algebra Cl then 77(A)

and 77(A)* are affiliated with 7r((l)" for all A eu..

II. Completely positive maps. In this section we discuss the application of

a theorem of Stinespring concerning completely positive maps of C*-algebras to

unbounded ^representations of *-algebras. The generalization of Stinespring's

theorem to the unbounded case presents no real difficulties.

For a discussion of Stinespring's theorem we refer to Stinespring's paper [6],

and for a short account and an outline of a simplified proof we refer to the first

section of Arveson's paper [l]. A similar chain of results expressed in a different

terminology can be found in a paper of Sz.-Nagy [7].

Definition 2.1. Suppose (3 is a *-algebra with unit /. A cone Q in the real

linear space of hermitian elements of ö is said to be algebraically admissible if

(i) Q is a cone in that if A, B e Q and X, p. > 0 then XA + pB eQ.

(ii) / e g.

(iii) If A e Q and B e Ö then B*AB e Q.

If (1 is a *-algebra with identity and Q is an algebraically admissible cone

for  Cl we say a state a> is strongly positive (with respect to Q) if a>(A) > 0 for
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all A eg. We say a *-representation 77 of Cf is strongly positive (with respect to Q)

if   (/, 77(A)/) > 0 for all A £ Q and / e 2)(jt).

Suppose Cf is a *-algebra with unit. We denote by M(Ct) the *-algebra of all

finite matrices with entries in Cf. Each element (A ..j £ M(Cf)  is an array of ele-

ments A .. e u  for z, /' = 1, 2, • • •, where A .. 4 0 tot only finitely many pairs of

indices (z, /'). Addition, multiplication and the *-operation are defined in the obvious

manner, i.e.

if a\x..\ + \y..}=\z..} then z..= ax.. + y..,
zj       }n v ij ij    Jif

if {x..||v..{ = \z \ then z.. = 2°° . x Ly, .,
i)   J11 11 z;        k=l    ikJkj

ií fx..l* = iy..i then y.. = ix.)*.

We define an algebraically admissible cone for M(u) in the same way as it

was done for *-algebras with a unit. We say a cone Q     in the real linear space

of hermitian elements of Al(Ct) is algebraically admissible if

(i) O     is a cone in that if [A . \, \B . I £ Q     and A, a > 0 then \\A ..} +
m 11 if rn '   — ij

p\B..\ £Q   .
(ii) If 1A..I £Q and \>0 and ÍB..I £ Mid) then ,B ..}* ÍA   \\B ..\ +

A{B..]*{B..l eQ   .

If Q is an admissible cone for a *-algebra Cf with unit and Q     is an admis-

sible cone for Af(u) we say Q and Q     ate compatible if ÍAf51¿8, ■} £ Q     if and

only if A eg. The reader may easily verify that if Q is an algebraically admis-

sible cone for a *-algebra Cf then the maximal admissible cone Q     for M(Cf) which

is compatible with A is given by

ßra={^z,!=iA./eM(^ £ A?v/«ß
l z; = l

for all Aj e Ct, i = 1, « • -, re, « = 1, 2, •• •>.

Next we define completely strongly positive maps of *-algebras. In our defin-

ition we use the following notation. Suppose A is a complex linear vector space.

We denote by B(K) the space of all (conjugate linear—linear) bilinear forms on. K.

Each element tf> e 3300 is a mapping of K. x K into the complex numbers. The

complex number associated with the pair \f, g\ e K x Jv by <p is denoted by

(f\4>\g'- The form (/|<£|g) is linear in g and conjugate linear in /.

Definition 2.2.  Suppose Cf is a *-algebra with unit and Q     is an algebraically

admissible cone for Al(Ct). Suppose K is a complex linear vector space. A com-

pletely strongly positive map of Ct on K (with respect to Q   ) is a linear map cf>

of Ct into 33(X) with the property that if (A ..| £Q     then

Z   </,.|0CA£pi/y>>O
«7=1

for all /. £ K, i = 1, 2, • • •.
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A map 0 is a completely positive map of Cl on a if

t </,-I^Ca*a )|/>>o
«7 = 1

for all /. e a, A . e d, 2 = 1, • • •, 72 and ?z = 1, 2, • • •.

Note that in the infinite sum in the above definition there are only a finite

number of nonzero terms since A .. 4 0 for only finitely many pairs of indices. We

now state Stinespring's theorem for completely strongly positive maps.

Theorem 2.3 (Generalized Stinespring). Suppose S z's a *-algebra with unit

and Q     is an algebraically admissible cone for M(Cu. Suppose A is a complex

linear vector space and cp is a completely strongly positive map (with respect to

Q   ) of Q on K. Then there is a closed completely strongly positive (with respect

to Q   ) ^-representation of u. on a Hilbert space K and a linear map V of A z'«io

SXtt) szzc¿ that

(f\<t>(A)\g) = (Vf, rriA)Vg)

for all f, g eK and A eu and \ni(X)VJ\\ z's strongly dense in ©(77). Furthermore

the representation n is determined by the above requirements up to unitary equivalence.

Proof. For the proof of this theorem we will follow Arveson's outline of a sim-

plified proof of Stinespring's theorem with the slight modification necessary for our

case.

We begin by defining a bilinear form on the tensor product space Cl ® a by the

relation if F = 2." . A.® f. and G = 2m , B.®g. with A ., B . e CT and /., g. eK
z=l      2      '2 ; =1     j      °; 1      j V °j

for i = 1, • • •, 72, ;' = 1, • ■ •, 772, then

71777

(F,G)=   £   (f,\cp(A*B )\g ).
i.jml

The fact that cp is completely positive insures that this inner product is positive

semidefinite on û ® K. Let N = \F e Q. ® K; (F, F) = Oj. We define the operator

2t'(A) on a ® K for each A e Q  by the relation
77 72

77'(A) £  A   ®f = Z AA   ®f.
2=1 2=1

Since cp is completely positive we have, for each F = £?_, A . ® f. e u ® A,

n

coiA) = (F, 27%4)F) =   £  </.|<¿(A*AA .)|/.>
¿,;«1

is a positive linear functional on Ci (i.e. co(A* A) > 0 for all A e u). From the

generalized Schwartz's inequality it follows that |<u(A)|2 < cú(¡)cú(A* A) tor all

A e Q. Hence if <u(7) = (F, F) = 0 it follows that aiA* A) = (w'(A)F, tt'(A)F) = 0
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for all A £ Cf. Therefore, 7r'(A) maps N into itself for all A e Ct.

Let 3) be the quotient space (Ct ® K)/N of equivalence classes of S ® K

modulo N. We denote by [F] £ 3) the equivalence class of all F1 £ 0. ® K such

that F — F   £ N. Since 77 (A) maps N into itself, the mapping 77,(A) defined by

77j(A)[F] = [í7'(A)F] is well defined on 3) for all A e Cf.

Let K be the Hilbert space obtained upon the completion of S) with respect

to its inner product l[F], [f']) = (F, F*). We consider 3) as a dense subset of H.

Clearly, 77.  is a *-representation on K with domain 3). Let 77 = 77,  be the closure

of 77. We have 3) is strongly dense in 3)(t7).

We define a linear mapping V of K in J) C JXrr) by the relation Vf = [/ ® /].

A straightforward computation shows that

(ñ<p(A)\g) = iVfMA)Vg)

for all /, g £ K and A e Cf. We have Ît7(CÎ)vK| is strongly dense in 5)(n).

Next we show that 77 is completely strongly positive. Suppose \A ..} £Q   C M(Q).

Let re be the smallest integer so that A .. = 0 if either i > n or 7 > re. Let r be

any positive integer and let

(a) F,-   Z   "(BÄ
fe=l

with B .. e Cf and /., e K for z = 1, • • •, re and k - 1, ■ • •, r. We have that

¿   (F.,»rCAf.)F.)=  EWBfJfc)V/.ik,>7(At.yWB.,)V/.p
z; = l ijkl

=  £ </J<MB*^.;.B;7)|/>
z'yfez

It follows from the fact that ÍA ..{ £ Q and the properties of admissible cones in

MlQ) that the matrix C(ik)(j[) = B*feA.By/(where the pairs (ik) and (jl) are con-

sidered as a single index) is in Q . Since r/j is completely strongly positive, we

have from the above equation

(b) E   (F.MAAF^O.
ZJ=1

Since vectors of the form (a) for r = 1, 2, • • •   exhaust 3), it follows that the above

equation is valid for all F. £ 3). Now suppose F. £ 3Xrr) for z = 1, • • •, re. Since

3) is strongly dense in 3)(t7), there are sequences |F.fe e 3); z = 1, • • •, re, ¿ = 1, 2, • • •}

such that

HFyfc-F;.|| + £  |k(A..)(F;>-F.)||^0
z'=l
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as k —»t». Hence, we have

£   (F.,tt(A..)F.) = lim    ¿   (FiV77(A..)F.fe)>0
z; = l *-«>   ijml

for all F. e Jüin), i = I, • • •, n. Since \A . Î is an arbitrary element of Q   , we have

shown that 27 is completely strongly positive.

Finally, we show that the representation 77 is determined up to unitary equiva-

lence. Suppose that 77   is a closed ""-representation of Cl on a Hilbert space K

and V' is a linear mapping of K into 3W) such that (f\cpiA)\g) = (V /, n'iA)v'g)

for all /, g e a and A e Cl. Suppose further that Ítt'ÍCDvKí is strongly dense in

JX77 ). We show that 77 and 77   are unitatily equivalent.

We begin by defining a linear mapping U from 3) C j}in) to \rr'iu.)v'j\} by the

relation

We have

U £   niA)Vfi
7 = 1

V  T  zrUpV/.-E   n'iA)v'f.
= 1

Z  *'(Ai)Vfi
2=1

Z  U'UpvV,-,^^'/.)-  Z  </.|^(A*A)|/>
¿7 = 1 if ml

= ¿ {n(Ai)Vf.,n(Aj)Vf)m Z iKA.)V/,.
7 = 1

Hence, (7 is well defined and isometric. Since U maps a dense set in M onto a

dense set in H , [/ has a unique extension to an isometry of K onto H . We also

denote this extension by U. A straightforward computation (like the one which

showed U was isometric) shows U is bicontinuous from 3) to \n (u)V a! in the

induced topologies of -D and ¡77 (u)VAÍ. Since Juin) and SXrz') are the completions

of D and Í77 (u)V Kj in the induced topologies, it follows that   U maps SXtz) onto

33(77 ). From the construction of U we have UrAA)f = n'iA)Uf tot all A eil and

/ e Mir). Hence, 77 and 77   are unitarily equivalent. This completes the proof of

the theorem.

III. A generalization of Arveson's extension theorem.  In this section we prove

a generalization of a theorem of Arveson concerning the extension of completely

positive maps. In [l] Arveson proves that if S is a normed closed selfadjoint

linear subspace of a C*-algebra Cl with unit and the unit I e S and q> is a com-

pletely positive map defined on S then cp has a completely positive extension to

all of Cf. Arveson remarks that the requirement I e S can be weakened.
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We wish to prove Arveson's theorem in a form which can be applied to algebras

of unbounded operators. In this case the unit / is no longer an interior point of

the cone of positive elements and the topological structure associated with a C*-

algebra is no longer available. For this reason we state and prove Arveson's

theorem in a more abstract form which is independent of topology and algebraic

structure.

Suppose X is a complex linear vector space with a conjúgate linear involu-

tion x —» x* with the properties

(i) (<xx + y)* = âx* + y*,

(ii) x** = x,

fot all x, y £ X and complex numbers a. We denote by M(X) the space of all

finite matrices over X. Each element ix..} £ M(X) is an array x.. eX for i, /«

1, 2, • • •   with x..4 0 for only finitely many pairs of indices. We define a ^opera-

tion on Al(X) by the relation

\xA* = \ytj\   if y¿y = x*.

for all i, j = 1, 2, • • -. We denote by Al(X)   the hermitian elements of Al(X), those

elements such that Jx..{= ix..}*.
Z7 zj

Definition 3.1. We say a cone O     in Al(X)   is admissible if
> ^m r

(i) Qm is a cone in that if íx¿!, \y{\ £Qm and A, p>0 then A¡x¿yj + /iíy¿;.i £Qm.

(ii) If jx..] £ Q     and \a ..;  i, j = 1, 2, • • •! is an array of complex numbers

such that a ..4 0 for only finitely many pairs  ii, j) of indices and y¿. =

2r,'=isfez-a'7*fezthen {yij]eQm-
The definition of an admissible cone is the same as the definition of an alge-

braically admissible cone, as given in the last section, except that here we only

consider multiplication by scalars. It is clear that if X is a *-algebra then an

algebraically admissible cone is also an admissible cone.

As in the last section, if A is a complex vector space we denote by 33(a) the

space of (conjugate linear—linear) bilinear forms on A.

Definition 3.2. Suppose Q is an admissible cone in A1(X) and a is a com-

plex vector space. A completely positive (with respect to Q ) map tf> of X on K is a

linear mapc£ of X into 33(K) such that if íx¿.} £ Qm then

00

£ </,.|0(x..)|/.)>o
z'; = l

for all /. e X,  z = 1, 2, • • ••

If 0    is an admissible cone in A1(X)   we say an element x = x* e X is in

Q     ix £ Q   ) it the matrix ¡xS, .8, .\ £ Q   .
^■m ^m lz    1;       *-m

Definition 3.3. A symmetric (i.e. x e3H implies x* e3)l) linear subspace W

of X is said to be cofinal In X (with respect to an admissible cone Q    in A1(X) )
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if for every x = x* e X there is a y - y* e 3JÎ with y e Qm and y — x e Qm.

We can now state the main result of this section. We will show that if ffi is a

symmetric cofinal subspace of X with respect to an admissible cone Q    in M(X)

and q> is a completely positive map of ffi on A then <£ has a completely positive

extension to X as a completely positive map on a. This result is a generalization

of Arveson's theorem on extensions of completely positive maps on C*-algebras.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose Si  z's cofinal in X with respect to an admissible cone

Q     in M(X) . Then for every \x..\ e Mix)   there is an element \y..\ e M(l)   (i.e.,
•^772 r ' J       ij r 'ii r

y.. el for z, / = 1, 2, - • •) with \y.\ e Qm and \y..\ - \x.\ e Qm.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is based on the fact that for each element

}x..] e M(X)   there are an integer 72 and complex numbers \a .,; i = 1, 2, • • •, k =

li •• • 1 n\ iai).4 0 for only finitely many integers i) and x, = xî e X for k = 1,

• • • > 72 so that

72

(a) xij = £   *ik*kaih'

We leave the proof of this result to the reader with the remark that once one has

proved the result for (2 x 2)-matrices in MiX)r the general result follows from the

fact that each ¡x..} e MÍX)   can be expressed as a sum of rank 2 matrices in MÍX) .

Suppose 3K is cofinal in X and ¡x..} e Mix) ; then the x.. can be expressed

in the form (a) above. Since 1 is cofinal in X, there are yk = y\  e^l with yk €Qm

and yk - xk e Qm for k = 1,..., n. Let y{j = ï»jml M „fltfù then \y..\ € Qm

and }y • J - ¡x. .5 eg    from the properties of admissible cones. This completes

the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.5. Suppose X is a real linear vector space and \xa e X, aa e R;

a e I\ is a set of pairs of elements xa e X and real numbers aa indexed by the

set I. Let

Í
Sj  = Ix e X; x = - 21 Àxa, X. > 0, i = 1,..., n

j tal <

¿ Xjaa <1, 72 = 1, 2, ...J,
,=1 i )

Í
Vj = ^x e X; x = £ Va.' A, ̂  °> *■!»••••«

and

=1

n \

and ¿1  Xjaa < - 1, 72 = 1, 2, • • •>.
iml i' )
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// 0 z's are internai point of S,  then one and only one of the following statements

is true:

(a) There exists a real linear functional  F on X such that F(xa) + aa > 0

for all a £ I.

(b) 0 £ Vr

Proof. If V.  is empty then F(x) = 0 satisfies statement (a) and statement (b)

is false. We will assume hereafter that V,  is not empty.

Assume that both (a) and (b) are true. Then from statement (b) we have 0 =

2n , A.x„   with A. > 0 for i = 1, • • •, re and 2" , A.a„   <- 1. If F is a linear
z=l     i   aí i — z=l     z   a-{ —

functional satisfying (a) then Fixa ) + aa, > 0 for i = 1, • • •, re. Hence, we have

t \(F(xa) + aa) > 0,      F (¿ A.xj) >- ¿ \.aa > 1.
z=l ' « \z=l 7 z=l •

Hence, F(0) > 1 which is a contradiction. Therefore, statements (a) and (b) can-

not both be true.

Next suppose 0 is an internal point of Sj and S,  and Vj are disjoint. Since

S,  and V.  are convex sets one of which has an internal point, the basic separa-

tion theorem for convex sets (see [3, Theorem 12, Chapter V, p. 412]) assures us

that there exist a nonzero linear functional / on X and a real number c such that

f(x) > c fot all x £ V.  and f(x) < c for all x e S.. Since 0 is an internal point of

S.  and / is nonzero, it follows that c > 0. Let F(x) = c"   fix) fot all x £ X. We

claim F satisfies statement (a). To this end suppose aa>0. Then —iaa + e)~ xa

£ Sj for all e > 0. Then F(- (aa + ()~lxa) < 1 which implies F(xA + aa + e > 0

for all € > 0. Hence, F(xa) + aa > 0 for all a £ I with aa > 0. Next suppose aa > 0.

Then - a~ xa e Vj and, therefore, F(- a~ xa) > 1 which implies F(xa) + aa> 0.

Hence, F(xa) + aa > 0 for all a £ I. Hence, we have shown that if S,  and V,  are

disjoint, statement (a) is true. Hence, if statement (a) is false S,  and V.  are not

disjoint and there is an x £ X which lies in both S,   and  V., i.e.,

fz m

x = - Z Va'        * = E   Xfß i
z=l ' ;=1      '   ^7

with A., A. > 0 for z = 1, • • •, re, ; «■ 1, • • •, f» and

" m

IVa = «i<i.    Z ^/j.-^i-1-
z=i       « y=i        ;

We have 5 =- (5, + S2) > 0. Then we have

n m

o = 8-lZ Va+s-1Z Kx*
¿ = 1 ' ; = 1 ^7

and S~ A . > 0, 8    A . >0 for i - 1, • • •, re and /' = 1, • • «, ttz and
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n m

£ S-1A^a + £ o-xX'aB  =S-1(S1+S2) = -1<-1.
2.1     ' i      ; = 1     ' i

Hence, 0 e V.. Hence if statement (a) is false statement (b) is true, and this com-

pletes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose 90!  z's zz symmetric linear subspace of X which is cofinal

in X with respect to an admissible cone Q     in Mix)   and cp is a completely

positive map of SO! on a. Suppose x. = xî  e X and x, 4^. Let 50!' be the span

of 55! and x..  Then there exists a completely positive map cp   of W    on a which

extends cp.

Proof. Suppose the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied. In order to specify

an extension cp   of cp it is sufficient to specify cp ixA. A completely positive

extension cp   exists if and only if there is a bilinear form cp'ixA such that

(a') £ a^'(«o)|/í> + </íl^)|/l->>0
if ml

for all /. e a, complex numbers a .. = 3 .., x.. = x*. e 50! for z, ; = 1, 2, • • • such

that \a..x0 + x..} € Q   . This condition is similar to statement (a) of the previous

lemma.

Let a ® K be the linear space of all expressions y = 2"_, /. ® g. with

/., g . e K fot i = 1, • « •, tí and 72 = 1, 2, • • •. On a ® a we have the relations

iaf+ /') ® g = âij ® g) + J' ® g,

T® (og + g' = a(f ® «) + T® g.

We define a *-opetation on a by the relation

if y = Kl Ti ® Si then y* = 1^ g¿ ® /¿.

Let Y be the real linear space of all y eK®K such that y = y*. We assert

that each element y e V can be expressed in the form y = S".=1 a..((. ® /.) where

a..= 3 ... Furthermore, the element y in the above form is equal to zero (y = 0)

if and only if there are elements   ¡g. eK; i = 1, • • •, r] with r < n and a matrix

\y.:, i = 1, • • •, n and / = 1, • • •, ri so that 2T.=1 y^g. = f. and y*ay = 0, i.e.,

72

T.   YkiWli = °    for a11 z'< /' =!>••• > r.
k,l=l

Each element C e B(K) defines a linear functional Fc on K® K by the relation
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where y = 2*^ /. ® g.. _

If C* is the hermitian adjoint of C e 33(K) (i.e., (/|C*|g) = <g|C|/>   for ail

f, g eK) we have Fc#iy) = Fciy*). It follows that each hermitian  C £ 33(K)

(i.e. G = C*) defines a real linear functional on Y. In fact there is a one-to-one

correspondence between real linear functionals on Y and hermitian forms in 33(a).

In terms of the real linear space Y the question of whether there is a hermi-

tian form (j> (x.) satisfying condition (a ) is equivalent to the question of whether

there exists a real linear functional F on Y such that

(a") Fiya) + aa>0

for all ya=2n. . a.ST. ® /.) e Y, a   =2?. . (f.\cf>(xA\f) where \a..xn +x..\ £QUJ a. t,=l     zj ' «       '; a. j;=l \;zit     ,j ii}/ ,,   n        ,,       «m

and « = 1,2,.«.. Let S, and V, be as in Lemma 3.5. We show 0 is an internal

point of S,. Suppose y = 2"._^ a ..If. ® /.). Since 31 is cofinal in X, it follows

from Lemma 3.4 that there is an fx..} eAl(l)   such that ix..} e Q    and ix..-x.a..} eO .
zj T ij       ^m tj        \J    i)       ^m

Let a = 2"._j (fi \cf>ixi A\f) > 0. Then if F is to satisfy condition (a ) aboVe we

have F(- y) + a > 0. Suppose 0 < A < (a + l)~l. We have Aa < a(a + 1)~l. Then

from the definition of S. we have Ay e S. since Xa < 1. Hence, 0 is an internal

point of S..

Then it follows from Lemma 3-5 that either (a ) has a solution or 0 e V.. Sup-

pose inequality (a ) has no solution and, therefore, 0 € V,. Since 0 e V,  there are

yfc = 2£*> aik)J.k®f.k, 1-1,...,«, ix;.J>leM(3I)r,withiaa)..x0 + x(fieöm
and numbers A, > 0 for k = 1, • • • » n so that

ZV*-°  and   Z Z a,(/,>(x^)|/ )<-i.
¿ = 1 ksl    ZJ = 1

Let a(«fc)(yo = xk8kiaik)ij and x(ik)(,7) ■ xAi*Sr Then combiningthe Pair of

indices (ik) into a single index i and the pair of indices (fl) into a single index

/' (where now i, j = 1, • • «, 772) we have

m

y =   Z    %Ti 0 /y =   Z "(,•*)(,//,* • //I - °.
z';'=l ijkl

\a..xQ + x..1 e Qra with x{. = x*¿ el for i, j■ 1,«• •, m, and

Z   </,-l#*l7)|/y><-l.
z'j'=l

Since y = 0, there are g¿ e K for i = 1, • • •, r (with r < 772) and a matrix {yíy; 2 ■

1, • • «, 77!, y = !,•••, r\ such that

r

/¿= Z  yÍ78y   £or «-!»•••»*
;'=l
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and (y*ay) .. = S™ . . y , . a, ¡yk . = 0 for all z, / = 1, • • •, ttz. Now from the proper-

ties of an admissible cone we have

¡y*}¡a..x0 + x..l!yI = b..leQm

with z.. = 2/P,, y ,   Xl/Yi-. Note the \a..x0\ terms drop out since y*ay = 0.

We have
r m

Z (gi\^if\)- Z iYifrMt^Yifi,) = £ <fiM*if%)<-i-
ij = l ikjl ¿7 = 1

But since \z..\ e Q     this contradicts the complete positivity of cp on 50! and we

have reached a contradiction. Hence, inequality (a ) has a solution. Hence,

inequality (a ) has a solution and, therefore, cp has a completely positive exten-

sion to 30!'. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 3.7. Suppose 30!  z's a symmetric linear subspace of X which is

cofinal in X with respect to an admissible cone Q     in M(X)   and cp is a com-

pletely positive map of 50! 077 a.  Tie?« cfr has a completely positive extension to

X, i.e. there exists a completely positive map cp   of X on K such that cp |30! = cp'.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from an application of Zorn's lemma

to the preceding lemma.

IV. Standard representations of enveloping algebras of Lie algebras. In [4]

Nelson showed that there are selfadjoint representations of enveloping algebras

of Lie algebras which cannot be exponentiated to give a unitary representation of

the Lie group. In this same paper Nelson showed that a representation 77 of the

enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra can be exponentiated to give a unitary repre-

sentation of the Lie group if a certain second order elliptic element A of the

enveloping algebra is represented by an operator rr(A) which has a dense set of

analytic vectors. In this section we show that a selfadjoint representation of the

enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra can be exponentiated to give a strongly con-

tinuous unitary representation of the Lie group if and only if the representation is

completely strongly positive with respect to an admissible cone Q    which will

be defined shortly.

Throughout this section we will let G denote an arbitrary connected simply

connected Lie group and S.(G) will denote its Lie algebra. We will let u(G)

denote the universal enveloping algebra of 5-(G). Specifically if iX,,--», X { is

a basis for ¿(G) then Ci(G) consists of all noncommutative polynomials in the

X .'s modulo the relations

n

xx.-xx.= T ckx
' '   ' ' fcl  " k
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where the ÍC¿;- Î are the structure constants of x(G) in this basis. We define a *-

operation on £(G) by specifying X* =- X . for X . £ 5Xg), i = 1, • • •, re.

If A £ (iIG) is an element of the enveloping algebra we denote by d(A) the

right invariant differential operator on the group manifold associated with A. The

mapping  A —► d(A) is a representation of u(G) in that dlaA + BC) = adlA) +

dÍB)atC) for all A, B, C £ Cf(G) and all complex numbers a. It follows that the

mapping A —► dlA) is completely specified once it has been specified for all

X e ¿l(G). Let X —► glx) = exp(X) be the exponential map from £(G) into G. If /

is a C  -function on the group G we define d(X) on / by the relation

For each strongly continuous unitary representation g —► Uig) of G on a Hu-

bert space X there is an associated selfadjoint representation of Cf(G) on K given

as follows. Let S)iir) be the linear manifold of all C°°-vectors for U(g), i.e. j}(rr)

consists of all / £ H such that the mapping g —► U(g)f is an infinitely differen-

tiable function of G into K. (We remark that it is enough to know that (/, U(g)f)

is a C°°-function on G.) The C°°-vectors JXzr) form a dense linear manifold in X,

since ÍX77) contains the Garding domain which is well known to be dense in X.

The representation 77 associated with the representation g —» U(g) is given by

nlA)f=dlA)Ulg)f\g=e

for all A e Cf(G) and / £ Juin) and e denotes the unit element of G.

One can easily verify that 77 is a *-representation of Ci(G) on X. We show 77

is selfadjoint. Suppose / £ 2Xz7*). We will show that the function Fig) = if, Ulg)f)

is a C°°-function on G and, thus, / £j)lrr). Since ÏX77) is dense in X, there is a

sequence hn £ ÍD(tt) such that  ||¿>   - /|| —» 0 as re —» 00. Let F lg) = (/, Ulg)h ).

Since UigMn) C fD(rr) for all g £ G and / £ 3Xt7*) we have

ldlA)F)lg) = (/, TÁA)U(g)h) = (rr*lA*)f, Ulg)h).

We then have that Fig) = (/, Ulg)f) is the uniform limit of a sequence of C°°-func-

tions and, furthermore, each differential operator atA) with A £ Q(G) when applied

to this sequence produces a uniformly convergent sequence of functions. Hence,

F is a C°°-function on G and, in fact,

UA)F)(g) = (/(A*)/, U(g)f)

for all g £ G and A £ â(G). Hence, / is a C°°-vector for (7(g) and, thus, / e 3)(n).

Therefore, we have 3)(t7) 3 3)(t7*) and, hence , 3)(t7) = 3)(t7*) and  77  is   selfadjoint.

Definition 4.1. A *-representation 77 of 3.ÍG) on a Hilbert space X is said

to be standard if 77 is selfadjoint and 77 is associated with some strongly continu-

ous unitary representation of G on X in the manner described.
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Speaking more informally a standard representation of (X(G) is a selfadjoint

representation in which the operators - z't7(X.) are essentially selfadjoint for

j = 1,..., 72 and can be exponentiated to give a strongly continuous unitary repre-

sentation of G on H.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose n is a standard representation of \x(G) on a Hilbert

space K and zr.   is a selfadjoint subrepresentation of n. Then n.   is standard.

Proof. Suppose 77 and rz,  satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Since 27,  is a

selfadjoint subrepresentation of 77, it follows from Theorem 1.12 that there is a

hermitian projection E e rziCf)   such that SXrz.) = EjJirr). Since 77 is standard, we

have - 227(X) is selfadjoint for all X e Jl(G) and if g —► Uig) is the strongly con-

tinuous unitary representation of G to which 77 is associated then UigiX)) =

expMX)) for all X e £(G) where X —» giX) is the exponential map from ¿(G)

into G. It follows that  UigiX)) commutes with E for all X e X(G). Since each

g e G can be expressed as a product of g(X)'s, it follows that Uig) commutes with

E for all g e G. Let g —» Vig) = Uig)\En be the restriction of the representation

g —» Uig) to the invariant subspace ¡EH}. Now, we have ÍX77.) = EJuin) consists

of the C°°-vectors for Vig) and, for / e j)inA,

nliA)f= 77(A)/ = diA)Uig)f\g=e = zztA)V(g)/|g=e.

Hence, 77,  is standard. This completes the proof of the lemma.

The main result of this section is that a selfadjoint representation of Cl(G)

on a Hilbert space K is standard if and only if it is completely strongly positive

with respect to an algebraically admissible cone Q     in M(Ci(G)) which we will

now define.

Definition 4.3.  A complex (72 x n)-matrix valued function E ..( • ) defined on

the group G is said to be positive definite if

n 77!

¿7=1 ki=i

for all g .,  e G and complex numbers  a .,  for z = I, • • • , 72 and j = 1, • • •, 772 where

772 = 1, 2,. • •.

If g —» Uig) is a unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space K then the

(77 x 72)-matrix valued function E ..ig) = if., Uig)f) with /. e K for 2 = 1, • • •, n is

positive definite since

n        m n       m

£    Z   ä.fea.,(/> "(««V/V    =  £   £   (^(g,.fe)/, a.fAgjf) > 0.
z; = l  kl-1 ij = \ fe/-l

Conversely, Stinespring's construction for completely positive maps (discussed in

§11) shows that if E ..(•) is a positive definite matrix valued function on G then

there is a unitary representation g —» Uig) of G on a Hilbert space H and vectors
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/. e X for 2 = 1, • « •, re so that

Eifg) = (/,, Uig)f).

Furthermore, if the matrix valued function E..(.) is continuous the representation

g —► Uig) may be chosen to be strongly continuous. Also, if the matrix valued

function E ..( • ) is C    on G the representation g —» Ulg) may be chosen to be

strongly continuous and the vectors /. e K so that they are C°°-vectors for the

representation.

We now define an algebraically admissible cone Q    in Af(Cf(G)). Let Q    be

the set of all \A ..i = ÍA¿. !* e Ml&lG)) such that

Z   diA.)E..ig)\       >0f-> ij     i] s i g-e -
z;=l

for all positive definite In x re)-matrix valued functions which are C    on G for

« = 1,2,-... One can easily verify that f A .. j = ÍA .. I* e Q     if and only if

M

Z     (/,,7t(A ..)/.) >0
17 = 1

for all / e 3X77) for i = 1, 2, ■ • • for all standard representations  77 of Ci(G). From

this remark it follows that Q     is an algebraically admissible cone in AI(Ci(G)).

A *-representation 77 of Cf(G) will be called completely strongly positive if

it is completely strongly positive with respect to Q   , i.e. if ÍA .. i = ÍA .. }* £ Q

then

00

Z  (/.,ir(A..)/.) >0
z;=l

for all /. êSXtt) for i = 1,2,....

The main result of this section is that a selfadjoint representation of Cf(G)

on a Hilbert space is standard if and only if it is completely strongly positive.

Before proving this result it will be useful to introduce what we shall call the

universal standard representation of Ci(G). This representation is constructed as

follows.

Let S    be the set of all continuous positive definite (re x re)-matrix valued

functions on G. For each E .AA £ S    there is by the Stinespring construction

discussed in §11 (see Theorem 2.4) a strongly continuous unitary representation

g —> Vig) on a Hilbert space X and vectors /. £ X for i = 1, • • •, re so that

E. .(g) = (/., Vig)f.) for g e C and z, 7 = 1, • • •, re and the linear span of ÍV(g)/¿;

g £ G, i = 1,. • •, re! is dense in X. The representation g —» V(g) is determined

by this requirement up to unitary equivalence. In summary for each £..(•) £ S

there is a strongly continuous unitary representation g —» Vig) oí G. Let g —►

(/"'(g) be the direct sum of all such representations g —► Vig), one for each
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E ..(•) e S . Finally, let g —♦ Uig) be the direct sum of the representations g —►

f/"Hg) for n = 1, 2, • • •   and let K be the Hilbert space on which Uig) acts.

We call g —» Uig) the universal strongly continuous unitary representation of

G. This representation has the property that if 72 is an arbitrary positive integer

and E .AA is a continuous positive definite in x 72)-matrix valued function on G,

then there are vectors /. e K for z = 1, • • • » n so that E.Ag) = (/., Uig)f) for all

g e G and z, /' = 1, • • •, n.

Since g —► Uig) is a strongly continuous unitary representation of G on a

Hilbert space A, there is an associated selfadjoint representation 27    of u(G) on

a which is constructed from the representation g —» Uig) in the manner described

at the beginning of this section. We will call 27   the universal standard represen-

tation of 0(G). We note that an element ÍA .. j = ¡A .. I* e MÍ&.ÍG)) is in Q     if and
ÎJ tj ^772

only if

00

£     (/., 77   (A..)/.)>0
z; = l

for all /. e 3Xrr ) for i = 1, 2, • • •. This follows from the definition of 0     and the
'z u Km

universal property of the representation g —» Uig).

Let Cl   = 77 (Ci(G)) and let S3    be the *-algebra generated by Cl    and the

unitary operators Uig). This algebra will be of importance to us later in this section.

We will construct 53    more explicitly  as follows. Each element g e G induces

a linear transformation T   of the Lie algebra Íl(G) C Ci(G) by the relation

/7(g)27a(x)i7(g)-1 = 27u(rg(x))

for all X e x(G) C Ci(G) and g e G. It follows that each element g induces a *-

automorphism a    of u(G) by the relation

U(g)ll (A)iXg)-1 =77  (a (A))

for all A e Ci(G) and g e G. With the aid of this group of automorphisms ¡a  { we

define the elements of 33    and operations in 33 . Each element A e 33    can be

expressed in the form A = 2?_j 77 (A AUigA with A¿ e (¿(G) and g. e G for i =

1,•••,«. If B = £m=1 7TuiB)Uig') with B. eCÜ(G) and g. eG for jml,...,m

then we have for the operations in 33

Ztel 2 = 1

= Z^>.1^IMg-1)
2=1 «i
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and

Aß = IIrr(A )Uigh (B Mg') = £ £  77 (A .a  (B ))Uig.g').
z=l  ;=1 z=l 7=1 *

We define Q     to be the natural algebraically admissible cone in Al(33 ). An

element ÍA .. i = ÍA .. }* e M(33 ) is in O '   if and only if 2°°. . (/., A ../.) > 0 for
i] z; zz *-m ' z;=l    'z        zj'j    —

all /• e 3Xt7 ) for z = 1, 2, • • •. One easily checks that Q '   is an algebraically

admissible cone in M(33 ). We take the order structure in Af(Cf ) to be the order
u u

structure inherited from A1(33 ). We note that if |A .. Î = ¡A ..!* e Al(S(G)) then

|A..]eO    if and only if ¡77 (A..)! eg/.
IJ "»71 ' U        ZJ *"»7Z

Next we note that Cf    is cofinal in 33   with respect to the cone O   . To see

that this is so, suppose A = A* £ 33 . As we have seen, A can be expressed in

the form

A = Z77a(A.)(7(g,.)

Si   '

! = 1

with A . e GIG) and g. £ G fot i = 1, • • •, 772. Since A = A*, we have

¿ = Z  Ulg-^lA*).
z = l

Hence, we have

1    m

A = i5:(77u(AMgi.) + (;(g-1)77u(A*)).

Now, we have

2    =1

Ut|(Ap-t/(Ä.))*(ira(A*)-.l/(g.))

- ̂ i^P - *J¿piKg} - irtg-^nU*) + /.

Hence, we have 77 (A .A* + /) e g    and
' uii "m

77 (AA* + /)-77 (A.MgJ-íXg-1)* (A*) eg' .
uii u     1      °i °z        u     z        "m

Let B = Sm , !4tt(A .A*+ /). We have B e S ; B e g '  and
z=I z     z u' *-m

m

B - A = I Z (\(AA* + /) - nulA)Ulg) - l/(g-1)77u(A*)).
2  ,=1

Hence, B — A eg'   and Cf    is cofinal in 33 .

We now prove a lemma which will be useful in the proof of the main theorem

of this section.
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Lemma 4.4. Suppose rr is an order preserving *-representation of 33    on a

Hilbert space H, where order preserving means A e 33    and if, Af) > 0 for all

f e 3X?7u) implies ig, rriA)g) > 0 for all g e 3\V). Let 0(A) = rAjtiA)) for all

A e u(G) and let Skq>) = JXV). Then cp has a standard extension, i.e. there is a

standard representation cp' of Ct(G) 072 K such that qS' 3 cp.

Proof. Suppose 77 and cp satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. We show cp'

has a standard extension.

Let X —► g(X) = exp(X) be the exponential map from the Lie algebra ¿c(G)

into the Lie group G. Let X e £(G) and let Cit) = UigitX)) - I - trriX) for all

real t. We have Cit) e S3 and we will show CitYCit) < V^n^X*). Let \EJX);

- 00 < \ < + 00} be the specttal resolution of the selfadjoint operator - irr (X)

which is the generator of the one-parameter group U(g(rX)) = exp(í77 (X)). Then

we have from the functional calculus fot selfadjoint operators

||C(r)/||2 = (/, Cit)*Cit)f) = J"+~ \eia - 1 - itX\2 d(f, EiX)f)

for all / e 3Xt7u). Since  \eitX - 1 - itX\ < l/2X2t2 for all real X and t, we have

||C(z)/||2 < £~ lAt4X*dif, EiX)f) = %t\ nuiXA)f).

Hence, we have Citï*Cit) < V^ttJ^X4) for all X e £(G) and all real /.

Since 77 is an order preserving *-representation of S3 , we have

\\n(C(t))f\\2 = If, niCit)*Cit))f)<lAtAif, rrirruiXA)f))

= y4t%<fÁXA)f) = i1At2UiX2)f\\)7

for all / e 3X77). Let Vig) = rriUig)). Since 27 is a ^representation of 33 , we have

g —» Vig) is unitary representation of G. We have tÁCit)) = VigitX)) - I - tcpiX).

Hence, we find from the above inequality after dividing by / that

(a) \\r1iVigitX))-I)f-cPiX)f\\<y2\t\\\cpiX2)f\\

for all X e £(G), / e SXzr) and all real t 4 0. It follows immediately from this

estimate and the fact that VigWin) C 3Xrr) for all g e G, that the function Vig)f

is a C^vector function on G and diX)Vig)f = cpix)vig)f for all / e 3)(?r), g eG

and X e 1(G).

Since <p(X)v(g)f = V(g)qb(a      (X))f e SXrz) for all g eG and a _r(X) depends

analytically on g e G, it follows that one can obtain an estimate similar to (a)

for the derivatives of q}(X)vig)f. It follows then that Vig)f is a C -vector func-

tion on G. Continuing in this way one can show Vig)f is a C°°-vector function

on G and diA)Vig)f = cpiA)vig)f for all A e âiG), g e G and / e SXtt).

Hence, every vector / e Dirr) is a C°°-vector for the representation g —► Vig).
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Since the representation g —» Vig) has a dense set of C°°-vectors, this representation must

be strongly continuous. Let </>' be the standard representation of C£(G) associated with the

representation g —» Vig) in the manner described at the beginning of this section. We have

that the domain of cf>' consists of the C°°-vectors for g—> Vig) and

0'(A)/= dlA)Vlg)f\g=e

fot all / e 3)(r>') and A e (2(G). Hence, 3X0') 3 SXu) = 3)(rA)   and 0' D 0. Since 0'

is standard, the proof of the lemma is complete.

Remark. With a little more work one can show cf>* of Lemma 4.4 is standard,

and with quite a bit more work one can show the closure of <f> is standard. How-

ever, we will not need these results in the following.

Theorem 4.5. Suppose n is a selfadjoint representation of (2(G) ore a Hilbert

space X.  T^ere 77 is standard if and only if rr is completely strongly positive.

Proof. It follows immediately from the definition of g       that a standard' 77Z

representation of u(G) is completely strongly positive.

Suppose then that 77 is a selfadjoint completely strongly positive representa-

tion of (2(G) on a Hilbert space X. We show 7r is standard. We begin by showing

the kernel of n contains the kernel of 77 , the universal standard representation of

Ci(G), and, therefore, using 77 we can define a selfadjoint representation çS of

a = 77 (cî(g)).
ZZ u

Since 77 is completely strongly positive, we have A eg    (i.e., {AS..S..I £ Qm)

implies 77(A) > 0. It is a property of the universal standard representation 77    that

A £ Q     if and only if 77 (A) > 0. Hence, if 77 (A) = 0 we have Aeg    and-Aeg
*-m ' u        — ' u "m Kffl

and, therefore, 77(A) > 0 and 7r(- A) > 0. Hence, we have 77 (A) = 0 implies 77(A) = 0.

Let a be any mapping of Cf   = 77 ((2(G)) into oie) such that 77 (a(A)) = A for all

A e Ct . Let t/> be mapping of Cf    into operators defined on jJln) given by c/>(A) =

7r(a(A)) for all A e (2 . We note t/> is independent of the choice of the map a.

since if rrulalA)) = 77 la'lA)) = A then 77 (a(A) - a'lA)) = 0 and, hence, 77(a(A)) =

77(a.'(A)). Since 77 is a selfadjoint representation of Cl(G), it follows that 0 is a

selfadjoint representation of Cf    on X with domain Sj(cf)) = Juin). We note that

(¿.(77 (A)) = 77(A) for all A £ &(G).
r     u

Since 77 is completely strongly positive with respect to g   , it follows that

0 isa completely strongly positive map with respect to g '   of Cf    on j)(tt).

Note that since c/i is a representation we can consider cf>(A) as an operator on

3j(7t) as well as a bilinear form on j)(tt) x ^(tt) fot each A e Cl(G), i.e. (/, tblA)g) =

(/|0(A)|g)  for all f, g £ 3)(7t) and A £ Cf(G). As we have seen, Ct    is cofinal in

33    with respect to g   . Therefore, by Theorem 3.7 there exists an extension r/S

of cf> to 33    as a completely strongly positive map of 33    on 3X?r). Let cf>  be

such an extension. It follows from the Stinespring construction (see Theorem 2.4)
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that there is a closed completely strongly positive ""-representation 77   of 33a on

a Hilbert space K' and a linear map V of ÍD(ít) into j)in') such that

(a) (f\cf>'(A)\g)=iVf, zr'(A)Vg)

for all /, g e 3X?7) and A e 33y and ¡tABJvSXtt)} is strongly dense in ÍDÍít'). Let

77"(A) = T7'(t7 (A)) for all A e Ci(g). Since 27' is completely strongly positive and,

therefore, order preserving, it follows from Lemma 4.4 that 27    has a standard

extension 77,. Suppose 77.  is a standard extension of 27 , i.e. 77, 3 77 .

We will show that 27 is unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of 27,. Now

we have V§in) C 3Xt/) = iD(rr") C SX^). For f, g e ÍD(tz) and A e fl(G) we have

if, "Mg) = (f\<pinu(A))\g) = (f\<p'injA))\g)

= iVf, w'Í7ruÍA))Vg) = iVf, n"iA)Vg) = iVf, 77j(A)Vg)

where the first equality follows from the definition of cp, the second from the fact

that 4>   extends qb, the third from equation (a), the fourth from the definition of

77    and the fifth from the fact that 27. 3 27 . Hence, we have

(b) (A ̂ A)g) = iVf, 27j(A)Vg)

for all /, g e 3Ktt) and A e die).

Setting A = /, we find V is isometric. Using equation (b) one easily computes

that IIîTjUÎV/- Vt7(A)/||2 = 0 for all / e SXzr) and A e Cf(G). Hence, it follows

that jvSXrr)} is an invariant subspace for »7,  and 77- ¡Î VfD(7r)l is unitarily equivalent

to 77. Since 77 is selfadjoint, 77, |iv3)(7r){ is selfadjoint. Since 77. |{v3x77)l is a

selfadjoint subrepresentation of a standard representation of CxiG), it follows from

Lemma 4.2 that 27j|iv3)(77)i is standard. Hence, 77 is unitarily equivalent to a

standard representation of (2(G) and, hehce, 27 is standard. This completes the

proof of the theorem.

V. Centrally positive operators. In [4] Nelson constructed an example of two

essentially selfadjoint operators A and B defined on a common dense invariant

domain 3) such that A and B commute on 3) but the spectral projections of

A and B fail to commute. It follows from Nelson's example that for a selfadjoint

representation rt of a *-algebra (2 and a hermitian element A in the center of

(2, 27(A) need not be affiliated with rriu) . In this section we give a necessary and

sufficient condition that 77(A) be affiliated with 77((2)' where A = A* e (2 and 77 is

a selfadjoint representation of (2 on a Hilbert space. The condition is expressed

in terms of an order structure on M((2). This result is then used to characterize

standard representations of commutative *-algebras in terms of an order structure.

From now until the end of the proof of Theorem 5.3 we let C2 denote an arbitrary

*-algebra with unit. Let QQm be the minimal algebraically admissible cone in
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Al(Cf), i.e. [A ..} = \A .. i* € g.     if and only if

n       °°

A    =  Z  Z B(,fe)*B(,fe)
"  £\ ui  u   h

with \B(k)] £ Mid) for k = 1, • • •, re. We have JA .. i e gn     if and only if {A.. {is
i] Z7        "Om ' ij

a finite sum of positive terms JB^'PlB*.. i.

Definition 5.1. Suppose 77 is a *-representation of a *-algebra (2 on a Hubert

space X. We say a hermitian operator rr(A.) with A. = A*  £ Q is centrally posi-

tive if the following is true for all m « 1, 2, • ••. If {A**'} = iA<fe)¡* £ M(Q) fot

k = 0, 1, • • •, 777 and

for all real A then

jz ^>j MVJcQom

Z   Z   (f1,n(AkAn(A^)f)>0
k=0   z; = l " "       >    *

tot all f. e3)(77) for 7=1,2,.--.
'l

More informally, 77(A) is centrally positive if 77 maps pointwise positive

polynomials in AQ = A*  e Cf with coefficients in Al(Ct) into positive elements of

AKtKCÎ)). We will show that if 77 is a selfadjoint representation of a *-algebra Ct

with unit and A   = A    £ (2 then rriA.) is affiliated with rriS)' if and only if rriAA

is centrally positive.

Lemma 5.2.  Suppose 77 is a selfadjoint representation of a *-algebra Cf with

unit on a Hilbert space X. Suppose A. = A*  £ (2 and rriAA is affiliated with

77(a)'. Then rrlAA is selfadjoint.

Proof. Suppose 77 and A.  satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Let E+ and E_

be the projections onto the deficiency spaces of niAA, i.e. E+ X C SXtKA.)*) and

77(AQ)*E+ =+z'E+. _

Since 77 is selfadjoint, 7r(Ct)   is a von Neumann algebra. Since rriAA is affil-

iated with nid)', we have E+ £ nid)'. Hence, we have (/, E+7r(A)g) = WA*)/, E+g)

for all /, g £ SX??) and A £ Cf. In particular we have for all /, g £ 5Xn)

(f. E+g) = - i(f, «(AA*E+g) = - z(77(A0)/, E+g)

= - i(E+f, rriAAg) = - ilrrlA A*E +f, g) = - lE+f, g) = - (/, E+g).

Hence, (/, E+g) = 0 for all f, g £ SXtt). Since T)ln) is dense in X, we have E+= 0.

A similar computation shows E_ = 0. Hence, the deficiency spaces of tHA.) are

both null spaces so 77(A.) is selfadjoint.  This completes the proof of the lemma.
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose n is a selfadjoint representation of a *-algebra (2 with unit

on a Hubert ¡pace H. Suppose AQ = A% ed. Then iAAA is affiliated with ?7((2)'

if and only if tAAA is centrally positive.

Proof. Suppose 77 is a selfadjoint representation of (2 on a Hubert space K

and A. = A*  e (2. First we assume tHA.) is affiliated with rriCt)'. Then, from

Lemma 5.2, ttÍAA is selfadjoint. Let |E(X); - » < X + <x\ be the spectral resolution

of ?7(A0). Since niAA is affiliated with 77(a)', we have E(/\) e tz(C2)'   for all real

À. Suppose 772 is a positive integer and ÍA(.*'i = |A(.fe)i* e M((2) for k = 0, 1, • • •, 772

such that

If xw]
(to        " j

MW..US0.

i(*)fot all real X. Let r be the smallest integer so that A . ' =0 if i > r or j> r for

k = 0, 1, • • •, 772. Suppose /. e jüiir) for 2 = 1, • ■ •, r. We have by the spectral

theorem

77! r

Z   Z ift,niAkhiA^)f)
fe=0  ¿7 = 1

-£ r * ¿it ¡ft b&mam/À.
k=0 J ~°° \ifml J

The above integral can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by Riemann sums of

the form

p      m        r

IZI a^if.AEiX^-EiX^AUA^f)
1=1   k=0   ifml

p        77! r P

/ = 1  fe=0  !'; = 1 /=1

where /.^ = ÍEÍX{) - E(X^_ ,))/. e 3j(t7) since EiX.) - EiX,.) is a projection in

tKÖ)' and £; is chosen in the interval [X,_j, X1. We have \1™_Q i^.¡)k A(k)]  =

ÍA(Xp¿. î e g0m for I - 1, • • •, p. Since QQ     is the minimal algebraically admis-

sible cone in Mid) and 77 is a ""-representation of (2 and, therefore, completely

positive (completely strongly positive with respect to Q.   ), we have

77! 7

a,= IE (A)p*(/ir^)/,p>o
<fc=0   2;=1

for / = 1, • • •, p. Since all of the approximating Riemann sums are positive, we

have
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Z Z (/,-, *(a*)»tU<">/,)>o.
*=0 ij.l

Hence, tKA.) is centrally positive.

Next, suppose rrlAA is centrally positive. We will show irlAA is affiliated

with tt((2)'. We begin by showing tKA AQ - AQ A) = 0 for all A £ Cf. To this end

suppose A=A* eQ. Clearly A2 A2 + 2AA + / = (AA + 7)*(AA + /) e QQm for all

real A. Since ttCA.) is centrally positive, we have

(/, 77<A2A2 + 2A0A + /)/) > 0,      (/, 7r(A2A2 - 2AQA + /)/) > 0,

for all / e j)in). Subtracting these equations we obtain that (/, iriA.A)f) is real

for all / e 3)(77) and hence 77CA-A) is hermitian. Hence, we have 77(AQA) =

7t((A0A)*) = rr(A*A*A = tÁAAA fot all A = A* eCÎ. By linearity it follows that

tt(A0A) = 77(AA0) for all A e(2.

Let S3,  be the *-algebra of all mappings A —♦ F(A) of the real line into Cf of

the form F(A) = 2", q .(A)A . with A. e Ct and a (A) a continuous polynomially

bounded function of A for i «■ 1, *••» n and « = 1, 2, • • •. The algebraic operations

in 33.  are defined to be the pointwise operators, i.e. if F., F2  £ 33,  and a is a

complex number then

ioFl + F2)(A) = aFj(A) + F2(A),

(FjF2)(A)= Fj(A)F2(A),

F*(A)   -FjU)*,

for all real A. We define the algebraically admissible cone g     in 33,  by the state-

ment: {F..}= ÍF..!* eg    if and only if iF..(A)} eg      for each real A. One can
zj zj "m > z; "Om

easily check g     is an algebraically admissible cone.

Let (2,  be the *-subalgebra of 33.  of all polynomials, i.e. (2,  consists of all

F of the form F(A) = 2£=Q A* Afe with Afe £ Q for k = 0, 1, • • •, 772 and ttz = 1, 2, •. •.

It is easily seen that (2,  is cofinal in 33.  with respect to g   .In fact, suppose

F = F* e 33,. Then F can be expressed in the form F(A) = 2"_j a¿(A)A ., with

A. = A* e Ct and q. real polynomially bounded functions. Let p. be real poly-

nomials such that />.(A) > \q .(A)| for all real A. Let G(A) = 2^i'//2p.i\)iA2 + I).

Clearly, we have G eu,, G eg    and G — F eg   . Hence, Ct,  is cofinal in 33,.

We define a ^representation 77,  of (2,  on X as follows. Let 3)(t7,) = 3X77)

and for F(A) = 2£=0 A*Afe we define

Z   ¿0
kA
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Since 7r(A0 A) = rriA AQ) for all A e (2, one can easily check that ffj is a ""-repre-

sentation of (2,  on K.

Since niAA is centrally positive, it follows directly from the way Q    was

defined that 77,  is completely strongly positive with respect to Q   . Since (2,  is

cofinal in 33,, it follows from Theorem 3*7 that n. has an extension 0 as a com-

pletely strongly positive map of 33, on Sazt,) = 3Xt7). Let q> be such an extension.

By the Stinespring construction, Theorem 2.4, there is a ""-representation cp". of

33,  on a Hilbert space H, and a linear map V of 33(77,) into 3X0.) such that

(a) (f\<f>(A)\g)=(Vf, zpjMVg)

for all A e 33j and f, g e §inA and \<f> ¿ft Av3X.it A\ is strongly dense in $iq>A.

Let 772(A) = <p1(A) for all A e(2j and 3XnA = %f>A, i.e. 772 =<pj|(2j. We

have v3)(tt1) C SX^) = 3Xt72) and

(Vf, n2(A)Vg) = (Vf, <t>AA)Vg) = (/|<p(A)|g) = (f\nA\A)\g) = (/, Tr^g)

for all /» g e 3X?7j) and A e (2j, where the first equality follows from the fact that

772 = $j|(2j, the second follows from equation (a), the third follows from the fact

that 77, = <p|(2, and the fourth follows from the fact that (f\n,iA)\g) is the bilinear

form derived from the operator 27.(A). Hence, we have

(b) (Vf, n2(A)Vg) = (/, ffl(A)g)

for all f,g eS)(nA and A e(2j.

Setting A = / in equation (b) we find V is isometric. Using equation (b) one

can compute that ||?72(A)V/ - V77j(A)/||2 = 0 for all / e SXtTj) and A e 3j. Hence,

it follows that {v3X?7)È is an invariant subs pace for 27,  and rr-1{ VÍLXít,)! is unitarily

equivalent to 77j, i.e. ir2(A)Vf = Vtt A\A)f for all / eíXn.).

Since V is an isometric mapping of 3Xt7,) into 3X?72), V has a unique exten-

sion to a linear isometry of K into Hj. We also denote this extension by V. Let

G(X) = (X + i)l and G-1(X) = (X + i)"lt for all real X where G e (2j C 33j and

G"1 e33. and both G and G"1 are in the center of 33.. We have /-(G~1)*G~1 eg
1 1

and, hence, cp^(G~ ) is a bounded operator (in fact, we have ||<£j(G    )|| < l). Let

C = V*cf>1(G- *)V. We show C 6 „¿QA* and (/, GttXG^) = (/, g) for all /, g eftwA.

For /,j£ SXtTj) we have

(/, Crr^g) = (/, V*cf>l(G-1)Vn1(A)g) = (Vf. cfi^G-^iAtyg)

= (Vf, ¿¿G-^^Vg) = (Vf, «pjCAVjÍG-1)^)

= (t72(A*)V/, qj^G-^Vg) = iVnAA*)f, ̂ ¿G'^Vg)

= (tTjÍA*)/, Cg)
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and

(/, C77j(G)g) = (/, V*cp1lG-l)VnllG)g) = iVf, <f>¿G'l)n2lG)Vg)

= iVf, cp^G-^cp^OVg) = iVf, Vg) = (/, g).

If F(A) = A for all real A then 77j(F) = tKA). Since C e 77,(0^', it follows

that C e rrid)'. Since t7j(G) = 77(Aq + il), it follows that

(AC77(A0+z7)g) = (/,g)

for all /, g e 3)(t7). Since C e ît(CÎ)' and 77 is selfadjoint, we have C3)(77) C 3)(77) and

C7KA0 + z7)g = 77<A0 + z7)Cg = g

for all g £ 3J(7r). It follows from this equation that tt(A0 + z7) has dense range in

X and, hence, 7r(A0 + z7) has range all of X. Hence, 77(AQ + z'/)~    exists as a

bounded operator.

From the above equation we have

Cg = 7t(A0 + U)-1rrlA0 + il)Cg = tt(A0 + z7)-1g

for all g £ SX??). Since C and rrlA. + il)~    ate bounded and 3)(?7) is dense in X,

we have C = 77(AQ + z7)     . Since C £ 7r(Ci)', we have rrlAQ + il) is affiliated with

rKCt) . Hence, rrlAA is affiliated with tKCi) . This completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 5.3 can be used to characterize standard representations of commuta-

tive *-algebras in terms of an order structure. The details are as follows.

In [5] it was shown that for a selfadjoint representation 77 of a commutative

*-algebra (2 with unit on a Hubert space X the following statements are equivalent:

(i) 77(A)* = 77(A) for all hermitian A £ Cf.

(ii) 77(A)* = 77(A*) for all A e (2.

(iii) jt((x)    is commutative.

We say a *-representation 77 of a commutative *-algebra Cf with unit is stan-

dard if 77 is selfadjoint and satisfies any one and, therefore, all of the above con-

ditions (i), (ii) and (iii).

Definition 5.4. Suppose 77 is a *-representation of a commutative *-algebra Cf

with unit on a Hubert space X. We say 77 is completely strongly positive if the

following statement is true for all re, ttz = 1, 2, > • •.

Suppose P. .(x,, • • •, x ) are for each i, j =1, — , re polynomials in the 772

real variables x,,•• •, x    with complex coefficients such that for each point

(x,,. • •, x ) e Rm the (re x re)-matrix a .. = P..(x,, — , x ) is positive
i rz z; ij      L n

(i.e. 2". , a..c.c. >0 for all complex numbers c). Suppose A.^A*  e Ct for
z;=I      zj    z   7  — r zrr zz

z = 1,..., re and P.. = P..CA,, • • •, A  ) are the polynomials  P..(x,, • • •, x ) com-
IJ ij      1 n r    ' z;     1 n

posed with the A . replacing the x . and suppose /. £ Juin), i = 1, • • •, re. Then it

is true that 2n. , if., rrlP ..)/.)> 0.
zj = l   'z z;  ')    -
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Although the above definition is somewhat lengthy the basic idea is simple.

A completely strongly positive ""-representation of a commutative *-algebta is one

which maps positive matrices of elements of (2 into positive matrices of operators

on 3Xt7).

Corollary 5.5. Suppose 33 is the free commutative *-algebra on s hermitian

generators, C., C-,--., C , i.e. 33 consists of all polynomials P(C.,'", C ) in

C.,' •. » C . Suppose 77 is a selfadjoint representation of 33 on a Hubert space

K. Then rr is standard if and only if it is completely strongly positive.

Proof. First suppose 77 is a standard representation of 33 on a Hilbert space

K. Suppose 72, 772 > 1  are integers and P.. (x,, • • •, x  ) are, for each i, j = 1, • • •, 72,

polynomials satisfying the statement in Definition 5.4. Suppose A . = A* e (2 for

i = 1,..., 772. Since 77 is standard, we have n(A .) is selfadjoint for i = 1, • • •, m.

Let iE.(X), - <x> < X < + °°¡ be the spectral resolution of tt(A A. Since Trio)    is

commutative and E .(X) e 77((2) , we have that \E .(X); — °° < X < «¡, ¿ = 1,..., 7221

forms a commuting set of operators. Let E(X,,.-.,X  ) = EAXAeAXA • • • E  (X )

be the joint spectral resolution for the 7r(A .), i = 1, • • •, 772. Then, if P.. =

P..(A., — , A   ) and /. e j)(it) for i, j = 1, • • •, 72 then it follows from the spectral

calculus that

i//,-. -ov/p = / i '«a, • • • *j*ff e(x, ... xm)f).
17=1 ¿7=1

Since dif., EiX.,. • •, X  )/.) is a positive matrix valued measure on Rm and

P. .(X, ••• X  ) is a positive matrix valued function on Rm, it follows that the above

quantity is nonnegative. Hence, 77 is completely strongly positive.

Next, suppose 27 is a selfadjoint completely strongly positive representation

of 33 on K. It follows directly from the definitions of centrally positive operators

and completely strongly positive representations that 77(C) is centrally positive

for each generator C. = C*. e 33 for i = 1, • • •, s. Then it follows from Theorem 5.3

that 77(C) is affiliated with niS)    and 77(C) is selfadjoint for each i = 1» • • •, s.

Let ÍE .(X), - °° < X < + oo¡ be the spectral resolution of 77(C) for z = 1, • • •, s.

Since 27(C) is affiliated both with 7r((2)' and 27(a)", it follows that E.(X) e jrid)"

O niu.)'   for all i = 1, • • •, s and all real X. Since the C. generate 33, the E .(X)

generate 7v(Cx)    as a von Neumann algebra. Hence, 77(C2)" is generated by a commut-

ing set of operators. Hence, 7ri(l)" is commutative and 77 is standard. This com-

pletes the proof of the corollary.

We now extend this corollary to all commutative ""-algebras with unit.

Theorem 5.6. Suppose (2 is an arbitrary commutative *-algebra with unit and

rr is a selfadjoint representation of 0. on a Hilbert space K. T¿e7Z 77 z's standard

if and only if n is completely strongly positive.
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Proof. First suppose 77 is a standard representation of Cf on X. Repeating

the first part of the proof of Corollary 5.5 which never made use of the fact that

33 was finitely generated we find 77 is completely strongly positive.

Next, suppose 77 is a selfadjoint completely strongly positive representation

of (2 on X. We show 77 is standard.

Suppose AQ = A* e(2. We show 77(AQ) is affiliated with 77(C2)'. Let 33^ be

the free commutative *-algebra on re + 1 hermitian generators, CQ, C., • • «, C ,

i.e. 33    consists of all polynomials in the C_, C,, • ■ •, C .

Suppose S = \A., • • •, A  , .{ is a finite set of hermitian elements A . = A* e(2

for f = 1, • • •, re(s). Let 77s be the *-representation of 33 . . on X such that

3Xt7s) = 3Xrr) and

77S(P(C0, Cv • • •, Cn(s))) = PUAA, nlA ,),..., nlAn(s)))

for all' P e 33 , ., i.e. 77    maps each polynomial in the C. into the corresponding

polynomial in the 7r(A .). Since 77 is completely strongly positive, 77    is completely

strongly positive. As remarked in the proof of Corollary 5.5, since 77   is completely

strongly positive 77 ÍAA is centrally positive. Since 77 (A.) is centrally positive,

it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.3 that there is a bounded operator C    on X

such that C   £ 77 (33 , .)   and
s        s     n{s)

</• Cs^co + ü)e) = U. g)

fot all f, g £ 33(77 ) = SX??). (Recall that in the proof of Theorem 5.3 the selfadjoint-

ness of 77 was not used until after C was constructed.)

From the definition of 77    we have

(/, CsrrlA )g) = InlA .)/, Csg)    and    (/. C^ttU,, + z'/)g) = (/, g)

for all /, g e 33(77) and A. = A* e S for z' = 0, 1, • • •, w(s). Let 1^ be the complex

linear span of [A., A.,"-,A  .A.

Then, we have

(a) (/. Cs7KA)g) = iniA*)f, Csg)

and

(b) (/. CsrKA0 + 27)g) = (/,g)

for all /, g e 3)(77) and A effl  . Hence, for each finite set S of hermitian elements

of (2 there exists an operator C    on X such that \\C || < 1 and C    satisfies

(a) and (b) above. By the axiom of choice there exists a net S —* Cs oí such oper-

ators where the sets S are ordered by inclusion. Since the unit ball of 33(X) is

compact in the weak operator topology [2, Chapter IV, §2, Theorem 1, Corollary 3],

the net \C \ has at least one cluster point in the weak topology. Let C be a
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cluster point of the net S —» C . We claim C e 7r(Cf) and CniA^ + il)f = / for all

/ e 33(77).

Since (/, Cs77(A0 + z'/)g) = (/, g) for all f, g £ ÍD(tt-) and all S, we have

C 77(Aq + il)g = g fot all g £ 33(77) and all finite sets S. Since C is a cluster

point of the net S —► C , it follows that C7r(A0 + z'/)g = g for all g e 33(t7). Next

suppose A £ (2, f, g £ 33(77) and e > 0. Since C is a weak cluster point of the net

S —* C , there is a finite set S such that A, A* £^s and

[MA*)/, (C - Cs)g)\ < (12,      \ij, (C - C)rriA)g)\ < e/2.

Combining these inequalities with equation (a) we find

IMA*)/, Cg)-(/, C77<A)g)| < i.

Since e is arbitrary, we have iniA*)f, Cg) = (/, C77(A)g) for all /, g £ 33(77) and

A e Cf. Hence, C e 77(a)' and Ct7(A0 + z'/)/= / for all / e 33(t7). Since 77 is self-

adjoint, we have C33(r;) C 33(77) and hence

C?t(A0 + z7)/=77(A0 + z7)C/

for all / e 33(7r). As shown in the last part of the proof of Theorem 5.3 the above

equation implies C = w(A0 + H)~    and hence 7r(A0) is affiliated with 7r(u) . By

Lemma 5.2 it follows that ttIA.) is selfadjoint. Hence, we have for each hermi-

tian AQ = Aq  e (2, ttIAjj) is selfadjoint. Hence, 77 is standard, and this completes

the proof of the theorem.
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